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INVASION USA 

I have a question for you: What do the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Sierra 
Vista area, AND the approximately 50,000 people who live in the Prescott area, AND the 
approximately 50,000 people who live in the Flagstaff area all have in common- other than 
living in Arizona? 

Well, if you add up all those people AND IF you add the entire population of Mesa Arizona
that's an additional 400,000-people- if you add them ALL up- you would STILL DO NOT 
HAVE AS MANY PEOPLE AS THERE ARE ILLEGAL ALIENS LIVING IN ARIZONA 
RIGHT NOW! 

The Pew Center for Hispanic research - and this is a relatively liberal group - estimated more 
than a two years ago that at least 500,000 illegal immigrants live in Arizona back in 2000. 

The number now is certainly in excess of 600,000 people (perhaps 1,000,000). 

That's more than one out of every ten people who live in our state! 

One out of every ten people you pass on the road. One out of every ten people you see at the 
store; and MORE THAN one of every ten people you see in our classrooms and probably one 
out of every two in our emergency rooms. 

Why the additional numbers there? Because iiiegals often use our emergency rooms to obtain 
free primary care; and because generally, the birth rate among illegal immigrants is 
substantially higher than the population at large. This results in more hospital visits and more 
children in the classroom. 

When do we put America First? 

When do we enforce our laws? 

When do we stand up for the law abiding citizen? 

When do we stand up for America and the Rule of Law? 

I am not willing to let another 20 years go by waiting on the feds. It is our citizens that are 
injured and our taxpayers that are impacted severly everyday we fail to secure our borders and 
enforce our laws. Local Law Enforcement has "inherent" authority to enforce our laws and the 
responsibility and we must demand they do so. Sanctuary policies are illegal. 

But until the past 3 0 years, that meant we were a nation of legal immigrants. Legal entrants 
who would apply for admission, who had a U.S. sponsor who would support them if necessary, 
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or skills, or education, or some money of their own- and often they had all of these things. 

Only in recent history has America - and now particularly Arizona -- been flooded with illegal 
international trespassers, most of whom don't have any of the things I just mentioned. 

They sneak across the border hoping for a better life, but immediately needing free health care, 
free education, and free government support if they can get it and usually do get it. A new 
federal report show only 4 states verify eligibility before you get medicaid (in Arizona it is 
AHCCCS) a $5 billion program with more folks enrolled in AHCCCS thanK through 12. 

But those things aren't free. We pay for them. Right here in Arizona the average LEGAL 
family pays at least an extra $2,000 every year to support illegal immigrants and another $2000 
in taxes to make up for the over $300 billion in unpaid taxes by the underground workforce that 
don't pay taxes and still use services such as education ($8500 annually per child) not including 
ELL. And those are just the direct expenses. They don't include the cost of increased crime, 
education, increased car insurance, and other direct, but non-governmental expenses. 

So don't shoot the messengers today. Just the facts Ma'am, Just the facts. 

MYTH VS FACT OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 

The United States faces the greatest internal threat to its existence since the Civil War. It faces 
disintegration of its culture; of its language; of its cohesiveness as a nation of free people. It 
faces massive infusion of unrelenting poverty; of crime; of diseases; of civil violence; of 
corruption at all levels; and worst of all, the United States faces balkanization that will destroy 
the fabric of its ability to function as a peaceful nation. 

As we look at the misery of Africa via starvation and Darfur's genocide; as we look at Israel 
and Palestine blow each other up at any moment 365 days a year; as we look at the seething 
unrest of Paris, France-we are in the crosshairs of a violent and separated future. 

Last week, Denver's illegal aliens sang our national anthem in Spanish and bastardized the 
words of OUR country's most sacred song. Talk about audacious, arrogant and condescending! 
Tell me if you think they are becoming Americans. Ladies and gentlemen; this is an invasion 
by a foreign country. 

Why? How? When? 

Mexico's Vicente Fox is no longer satisfied with the status quo. Battles commence as Mexican 
nationalists struggle to infuse their men into American government and strengthen control over 
their strongholds. One look at Los Angles with its Mexican-American mayor shows you 
Vicente Fox's general Varigossa commanding an American city. 

Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge Castaneda presented a list of demands regarding 70 million 
Mexicans living in the U.S., about one 40% of them illegals, including the demand that 
America "respect their human rights." In other words, he demands that we do not enforce our 
i1nmigration laws. "We are not scared of engaging the U.S. anymore," Castaneda said. He 
vowed to defend Mexicans, "without legal papers and demanded that America give them the 
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education and health benefits they deserve." 

Castaneda ordered Mexican consulates to provide a free legal defense to Mexicans prosecuted 
in the U.S. or subjected to deportation proceedings. 

Let's examine some of the myths and facts ofthis invasion: 

Myth: President Bush says illegals do the jobs Americans won't do. 

Fact: Harvard Professor Borjas reports that illegal aliens displace Middle American workers 
out of $200 billion annually in lost wages. Bear-Stems report shows that illegal aliens work off 
the books and do not pay over $3 01 billion annually in uncollected IRS income taxes. You 
make up the difference. The illegals no longer work on the fatm. They move into every Middle 
Class job in America and they undercut wages for America's working poor and destroy the 
living wages of the Middle Class. Additionally, the average illegal causes a net loss of 
$55,000.00 to US taxpayers during his work time the USA. Finally, we create cultural and 
linguistic apartheid by creating a slave class of workers unassimilated while growing in 
numbers and antagonistic strength. This condition creates a perfect formula for rioting and 
violence that will tear our nation to pieces! Ask Paris, France! 

Myth: This is a nation of immigrants and they all add to America's vitality. 

Fact: That was then and this is now. Ninety percent of Americans were born here and thus, 
natives, not immigrants. In 1900, our population stood at 100 million people. Today, at 300 
million, we suffer global wanning, acid rain, species extinction, gridlock, air pollution, 
crowding, $3.12 a gallon of gas, skyrocketing cost of living, loss of quality of life and enough 
problems to fill an NFL football stadium. Who in their right mind thinks we need to import 
4,000,000 people from the Third World into our country annually? What is the benefit? Do we 
need to overpopulate ourselves like China, India and Bangladesh? For what reason? Can we 
maintain our social fabric as a nation with Spanish fighting English for dominance? It's like 
injecting yourself with cancer cells to see what will happen. It's like importing leper colonies 
and hope we don't catch leprosy. It's like importing thousands oflslamic jihadists and hope 
they adapt to the American Dream. 

Myth: Bush says a guest worker program will allow willing workers for willing employers. 

Fact: What a crock! It's an amnesty pure and simple. Once locked into and imbedded into our 
system, these guest with anchor babies, homes and ties will never leave our country. They 
create enclaves of separate groups that shall balkanize our nation into fractured nightmares of 
social unrest and povetiy. This myth perpetrated by Bush is an outright fraud by a fraudulent 
president. 

Myth: Bush respects the sovereignty of the United States. 

Fact: Bush violates his oath of office and the U.S. Constitution every day of his presidency. He 
violates Article IV Section 4 of the Constitution every day for the past five years. The fact is, 
George Bush works to destroy our borders of our nation on a deadly experiment that will 
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plummet all of us into chaos, poverty and Third World Momentum. 

Myth: You can't deport 12 to 20 million illegal aliens. 

Fact: You won't have to deport any of them. It's called "attrition through enforcement". You 
demand the president and Congress enforce our immigration laws. We prosecute and jail 
employers of illegal aliens starting in Maine and sweeping slowly and effectively across the 
nation. We delete social services to illegals, housing, medical and all welfare of any kind. 
Without jobs and a free ride, they have only one choice and that is to move back home and 
make a better life in their own country by changing their own country for the better. At that 
point, gosh, 18 million unemployed American workers will enjoy jobs that must rise to the 
market value of a First World nation. It means those CEOs at major corporations will not be 
able to pay for their Lear Jets and fifth $10 million Aspen home, but Americans will get the job 
done. 

Myth: Illegals have a 'right' to come to the United States. 

Fact: No one, according to the U.S. Constitution, has a right to break into your home. It is 
against the law. No one has a right to break into your country. It is against the law. We legally 
immigrated 32 million foreign born people into this country, which is two to three times more 
than all other countries combined. We have the right to invite into our home the persons we 
choose. No one has the right to break into our home: The United States of America. 

Myth: Mexico's people love the USA, respect our language and the laws of our country. 

Fact: Corruption is a mechanism by which Mexico operates. Its people spawn more corruption 
wherever they go because it is their only known way of life. If you watched the Mexican flags 
flying above the demonstrators and their chants, you understand they have no intention of 
assimilating into the American way of life. Their goal is to populate themselves into majority 
numbers until they can run Americans out of our own country. The failed and corrupt 
government of Mexico will manifest itself in America to create the same kind of misery for all 
Americans. 

Dear American citizen, we fast approach the point where this invasion will be out of our 
control. We will lose our country at the hands of our president and complicit Congress. If that 
shanmesty passes the Senate, we're toast. Tough, nasty illegals and their advocates grow in 
such numbers that law and order will not subdue them. They run us out of our cities and states. 
They conquer our language and our schools. They render havoc and chaos in our schools. I'm 
stunned at the speed of this invasion. I'm further stunned that most American don't see it or 
deny it or ignore it. We are much like the Titanic as we inbreed millions of Mexico's poor, the 
world's poor and we watch our country sink. 

1) Dispatch troops to the Mexican border immediately to stop the human trafficking of illegal 
aliens. 

2) Enforce all existing immigration laws immediately and ask congress for the funding to have 
them enforced effectively. 
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3) Through Executive Order outlaw all Sanctuary City policies throughout the United States. 

"If You Don't Think This is an Invasion, Tiy and Stop it!" 
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